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osting by EAbstract Service time for the tasks with a predeﬁned deadline is an important parameter in the
evaluation of a grid resource manager (GRMS). This parameter is affected directly by the failures
of connection links and computational resources. In this paper, a new approach to estimate the reli-
ability of a service and mathematical expectation of service time considering failure existence is pro-
posed. In this approach unlike the current approaches which only consider permanent failures, both
permanent and transient failures are considered. Also, in the previous works in order to increase the
reliability and consequently to decrease the service time, the use of parallel resources was suggested.
Nevertheless, due to the cost constraint the use of parallel resources is not practical. In this paper,
the use of passive parallel systems to increase the reliability of grid services is suggested and the reli-
ability and service time in the presence of passive parallel replica resources are analyzed. A passive
parallel system has lower impact on reducing the service time, but it is more economical and con-
sequently more applicable.
ª 2011 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In this article a new approach to evaluate and improve the reli-
ability and performance of a grid resource manager consideringParsa), parand@iust.ac.ir
y. Production and hosting by
Saud University.
lsevierthe reliability of the grid resources, including communication
links and computational nodes, is presented. The reliability of
the grid resource manager is indexed by the reliability of its
delivered services. The service reliability, R(h*), is deﬁned
(according to performability concept in Meyer (1980)) as a
probability that the correct output is produced in time less than
h*. The performance is also indexed by the service time (Levitin
et al., 2006; Dai and Levitin, 2006a). Service time is the time it
takes to execute each task delivered to the resource manager.
The service time, itself, depends on both the speed and reliabil-
ity of the grid nodes and communication links allocated to exe-
cute the task. The reliability of nodes affects the service time
because some nodes can fail during task execution. Also the
reliability of communication links affects the service time as
some links can fail during data transmission. If a system can re-
cover itself from a failure without maintenance, the failure is
transient otherwise it is categorized as a permanent failure.
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sume the failures to be unrecoverable (Levitin et al., 2006;
Dai et al., 2003; Dai and Levitin, 2006a, b; Levitin and Dai,
2007). In other words only permanent failures are considered
when estimating reliability, while it is observed that in a grid
environment transient failures of computational nodes and
communicational links are very common. One part of this arti-
cle is dedicated to analysis of the reliability and the service time,
considering both transient and permanent failures.
In distributed grid systems where the reliability of elements
can be much lower than in comparable systems such as multi-
processor systems, providing fault tolerance is a signiﬁcant
issue. Fault tolerance can be provided by executing a task on
multiple resources, in parallel (Dai and Levitin, 2006a). How-
ever, due to cost constraints this technique is not always appli-
cable. A more cost effective approach to enhance reliability is
to apply passive parallel resources (Dodson and Nolan, 1999).
In a passive parallel system also known as a standby redundant
system, only one resource functions at a time. The remaining
resources do not come into service until they are required by
the failure of other resources (Dodson and Nolan, 1999). In
another part of the paper a fault tolerance model assuming
the grid resources can be conﬁgured in passive parallel mode
is presented and the reliability and service time in the presence
of passive parallel replica resources are analyzed.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 explores various related works. Section 3 is dedicated
to describing of the proposed model for estimation of reliabil-
ity and service time in grid environment. Section 4 provides
illustrative examples. The paper ended with some concluding
remarks in Section 5.
2. Related work
The large scale and distributed structure of grid networks, heter-
ogeneously of resources, lack of central control on resources and
connection links and in one word unreliable nature of the grid
has made it a relatively difﬁcult task to study the reliability of
grid services. There are some researches on grid service reliabil-
ity modeling (Kumar et al., 1986; Chen and Huang, 1992; Chen
et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2001; Dai and Levitin, 2006a; Dai et al.,
2007; Levitin et al., 2006; Levitin and Dai, 2007). In order to
model the reliability, different assumptions about the failure dis-
tribution, failure types and grid structure are considered. In sub-
sequent, these assumptions are investigated more.
Most traditional reliability models (Kumar et al., 1986;
Chen and Huang, 1992; Chen et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2001) as-
sume the probability of computational resources and their
links to be either in failure or operational state approximately
constant. However, in grid environments, due to the massive
data transmission and large volume of computations, this
assumption is not true. Considering the fact that the number
of computational resource and connection failures usually fol-
low a Poisson distribution, both the reliability and the failure
distribution functions are exponential (Levitin and Dai, 2007;
Dai and Levitin, 2006a,b; Kumar, 1989).
The failure type of communication links and computational
nodes can be transient or permanent. Despite the grid environ-
ment failures are mostly transient, there has been no considera-
tion for transient failures in previous reliability modes (Levitin
and Dai, 2007; Dai and Levitin, 2006a,b; Kumar, 1989; Dai etal., 2007). For instance, it is observed that, most often, after a
number of unsuccessful attempts data may be transferred via
the network.
Considering a grid RMS as the heart of the grid, the grid
service processes are approximated within a virtual network
with either star or tree topologies. In a star topology (Chang
and Chen, 2000; Kumar, 1989; Levitin et al., 2006; Levitin
and Dai, 2007) each resources is directly connected via an
independent virtual link to the grid resource manager, but
in a tree topology (Dai and Levitin, 2006a,b) a resource
manager can be also connected to several resources through
shared communication channels. The root of the tree virtual
structure is the RMS, and the leaves are resources, while
these branches of the tree represent the communication
channels linking the leaves and the root. Some channels
can be commonly used by multiple resources. Tree structure
can model common cause of failures. Since grid resources
may be spread across a wide area network, the star topology
could be a suitable approximation for virtual grid structure.
In order to increase the probability of successful execution
of a task, fault tolerance models could be used. Active parallel
and passive parallel replica resources could be used in order to
provide fault tolerance. The active parallel replica (Kumar,
1989; Levitin and Dai, 2007) increases the reliability and de-
creases the expectation of the service time. The use of active
parallel replica is cost prohibitive because it requires a number
of resources to execute similar tasks in parallel. To resolve the
problem, in this paper the use of passive parallel (Lewise, 1994)
resources is suggested.3. Proposed model
Before presenting our proposed grid reliability analysis
model, assumptions about the virtual network including
computational resources, connection links, and resource
managers are given in Section 3.1. Based upon these
assumptions the reliability and service time in grid environ-
ment is estimated.3.1. Assumptions about the grid structure
1. As a process is assigned to a subtask its processing speed
is constant.
2. As a communication link is assigned to transfer data
between the RMS and a resource, its speed is constant.
3. Each resource is directly connected to the RMS by a sin-
gle virtual communication channel, which forms the star
topology.
4. If a resource fails when processing a subtask or a channel
failure occurs while transferring data between the
resource and the grid RMS, the subtask fails.
5. If a resource failure occurs during a subtask process or a
channel failure occurs during data transferring between
the resource and the RMS before a task termination
deadline, the task will be reassigned to the same resource
with this consideration that a resource or a communica-
tion channel failure is most often transient.
6. Failures at different resources and communication chan-
nels are independent.
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task, the time it takes the resource manager to divide the
task into subtasks, send the subtasks to the resources,
receive the results and integrate their outputs as the entire
task output is negligible.Acronyms and notation
RMS Resource manager system
C computational complexity of a task
aj The volume of transmitted data between the RMS and the resource processing the subtask j
cj Computational complexity of the subtask j
kk Failure rate of the resource k
pk Failure rate of the communication channel k
h* Maximum allowed service time
R(h*) Probability of a task service time to be less than h*
xk The processing speed of the resource k
sk Data transmission speed of the communication channel k
E½TsucchAj ;resk  The expectation of execution time of the subtask Aj on resource k whenever the deadline is equal to
h*
E½TsuccðiÞAj ;resk  The expectation of execution time of the subtask Aj on resource k, provided that the task is
accomplished and data transmission is successfully completed after i1 failures
Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
The probability of successful execution of the subtask Aj on resource k after i1 failures
PsucchAi ;resk The probability of successful execution of the subtask Aj on resource k in the predeﬁned deadline, h
*
RðhAj Þ The reliability of task A with predeﬁned deadline, h*
E½TsucchAj  The expectation of execution time of the subtask Aj with predeﬁne deadline h*
Pr obFL The ratio of a communication links failure to the total number of failures
Pr obFN The ratio of a computational node failure to the total number of the failures
E½time of failureNk jfailure occuranceð1ÞNk  mathematical expectation time of a computational resource functioning appropriately before a
failure, conditioned to the occurrence of a node failure in the ﬁrst try
E½time of failureLk jfailure occuranceð1ÞLk  mathematical expectation time of a connection link functioning appropriately before a failure,
conditioned to the occurrence of a link failure in the ﬁrst try
E½time of failurejfailure occurð1Þ mathematical expectation time of a computational resource and its connection link functioning
appropriately before a failure, conditioned to the occurrence of a failure in the ﬁrst try
MTTRresk the average time required to repair the failed resource k3.2. Estimation of sub-task completion time on a single resource
A task received by a resource manager is split into a set of in-
dependent subtasks. These subtasks are concurrently assigned
to grid resources. Therefore in order to compute the comple-
tion time of a task, the completion time of all of its subtasks
should be computed.
The mathematical expectation of completion time of each
sub-task is a function (e.g. f) of its computational complexity,
volume of its transmitted data, allocated resources (computa-
tional resource, link) speed and reliability (Levitin et al.,
2006; Levitin and Dai, 2007).
E½TsuccAj ;resk  ¼ fðxk; sk; kk; pk; cj; ajÞ;
k ¼ Index of kth used resource ð1Þ
If in the case of a failure the resource manager keeps retry-
ing to assign the failed subtask to the failing resource until pre-
deﬁned deadline or successful accomplishment of the subtask
(according to assumption 5), the expected execution time of
the subtask Aj, E½TsuccAj ;resk , can be calculated as follows:
E Tsucch

Aj ;resk
h i
¼
XN
i¼1
Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
E½TsuccAj ;resk 
 !,XN
i¼1
Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
where
XN
i¼1
Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
6 1andE½TsuccðNÞAj ;resk < h
ð2ÞIn the above relations, Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
is the probability of suc-
cessful execution of Aj after i  1 unsuccessful try and
E½TsuccðiÞAj ;resk  is the average execution time, provided that there
is a successful try after i  1 failures. N is the maximum num-
ber of possible tries for assignment of the task to the resourcek. Maximum number of tries is limited by formula (2). In other
words the sum of required time for N tries for execution of task
Aj should be less than h
*.
In order to calculate E½TsucchAj ;resk , it is ﬁrstly shown how
the value of Psucc
ðiÞ
Aj ;resk
and E½TsuccðiÞAj ;resk  can be computed.
The successful operation of a physical resource with con-
stant failure rate, k, for a period of time, t, can be calculated
as follows (Lewise, 1994).
Psucc ¼ ekt ð3Þ
The ﬁrst try for execution of a subtask can be successful if
the resource and its communication links to the RMS operate
appropriately until the assigned job is terminated and the op-
eration results are completely transferred to the RMS. There-
fore, the probability of successful execution of the subtask Aj,
in the ﬁrst try on the resource k can be calculated as follows:
Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resk
¼ ekcj=xk  epaj=sk ð4Þ
where, cj/xk is the processing time of sub-task j on resource k
and aj/sk is the data transmission time of sub-task j on channel
k (according to assumptions 1, 2).
The time required to execute and receive the results of each
subtask, provided that the assigned computational resource
accomplishes the subtask successfully in the ﬁrst try on kth
resource, is calculated as follows:
154 S. Parsa, F.-A. ParandE½Tð1ÞsuccAj ;resk  ¼ cj=xk þ aj=sk ð5Þ
Subject to : ðaj=sk þ cj=xkÞ 6 h
where h* is the subtask execution deadline.
In order to calculate the subtask execution time after one
failure, ﬁrst the proportion of resource and connection failures
to the total failures are computed
ProbFN ¼ k=ðk þ pÞ ð6Þ
ProbFL ¼ p=ðk þ pÞ ð7Þ
In the above relations, Pr obFN and Pr obFL show, respectively,
the probability of node failure and link failure, when a failure
occurs. In addition, it is known that the mathematical expecta-
tion time of a computational resource functioning appropri-
ately before a failure, conditioned to the occurrence of a
failure in the ﬁrst try is computed as follows:
E½time of failureNk jfailure occuranceð1ÞNk  ¼
R cj=xk
0
ðkektÞtdtR cj=xk
0
kektdt
ð8Þ
The above relation can be simpliﬁed as follows:
1=k þ e
kcj=xk  cj
ðekcj=xk  1Þ  xk ð9Þ
Mathematical expectation time of a connection link func-
tioning appropriately before a failure, conditioned to the oc-
currence of a failure in the ﬁrst try can be obtained as follows
E½time of failureLk jfailure occuranceð1ÞLk  ¼
R aj=sk
0
pepttdtR aj=sk
0
peptdt
ð10Þ
This can be simpliﬁed as:
1=p þ e
paj=sk  aj
ðepaj=sk  1Þ  sk ð11Þ
In general, the mathematical expectation time of the failure
for each subtask can be computed as follows:
E½time of failurejfailure occuranceð1Þ ¼
ProbFN  E½time of failureNjfailure occuranceð1ÞN þ
ProbFL  E½time of failureLjfailure occuranceð1ÞL 
ð12Þ
It is assumed that in the case of a failure the RMS keeps re-
submitting its requests to the resource until it succeeds or
reaches a predeﬁned deadline, h* .It is also assumed that the
period of resubmission is equal to E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk , which could
be computed by applying relation (5), described above. With
these assumptions in place, the value of Psucc
ð2Þ
Aj ;resk
and
E½Tsucc ð2ÞAj ;resk  can be computed as follows:
Psucc
ð2Þ
Aj ;resk
¼ ð1 Psuccð1ÞAj ;reskÞ  Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resk
ð13Þ
E½Tð2ÞsuccAj ;resk  ¼ E½T
ð1Þ
succAj ;resk

þ dðE½time of failureresk jfailure occuranceð1Þresk 
þMTTRreskÞ=E½Tð1ÞsuccAj ;resk e  E½T
ð1Þ
succAj ;resk

 Subject to : E½Tð2ÞsuccAj ;resk  < h ð14Þ
In general, the probability of a successful execution and
transmission after m  1 unsuccessful tries can be calculated
as follows:Psucc
ðmÞ
Aj ;resk
¼ ð1 epaj=sk ekcj=xkÞm1  ekcj=xk  epaj=sk ð15Þ
The average response time, E½TsuccðmÞAj ;resk , takes the form
E T
ðmÞ
succAj ;resk
h i
¼ ðm 1Þ
 E time of failureresk jfailure occuranceð1Þresk
h i
þMTTRresk Þ=E Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk
h il m
E Tsucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resk
h i
þ E Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk
h i ð16Þ
Subject to : E T
ðmÞ
succAj ;resk
h i
< h
where MTTRresk is the average time required to repair the
failed resource k.
Therefore, the probability of successful execution in prede-
ﬁned deadline PsucchAj ;resk can be computed as follows:
Psucch

Aj ;resk
¼
Xmu
m¼0
ð1 epaj=sk ekcj=xkÞm  ekcj=xk  epaj=sk ð17Þ
where mu is the greatest integer number such that the following
relation is satisﬁed.
E½TðmuÞsuccAj ;resk  < h ð18Þ
The above relation can be simpliﬁed as follows:
Psucch

Aj ;resk
¼ 1 ð1 epaj=sk ekcj=xkÞmuþ1 ð19Þ
where,
E Tsucc
ðmuÞ
Aj ;resk
h i
6 h
mu6 h E Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk
h i 
E Tsucc
ð2Þ
Aj ;resk
h i
E Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk
h i .
þ1
ð19Þ
Therefore, the mathematical expectation time for a successful
execution can be computed as follows:
E½TsucchAj ;resk ¼
Xmu
m¼0
Psucc
ðmÞ
Aj ;resk
 E½TsuccðmÞAj ;resk 
 !,
Psucch

Aj ;resk
ð20Þ
where mu is the greatest integer number such that the bellow
relation is satisﬁed.
mu 6 ðh  E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk Þ=ðE½Tsucc
ð2Þ
Aj ;resk
  E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk Þ þ 13.3. Estimation of sub-task completion time in general
A subtask may utilize grid resources in three ways:
I: A single resource assigned to the sub-task solely, which
in this case no fault tolerance for the subtask is
provided.
II: More than one resource is assigned to the sub-task
which executes the same subtask in parallel. In this case
active parallel replicas are used in order to provide fault
tolerance.
III: A primary resource assigned to the sub-task while a
number of secondary resources are reserved to replace
the primary resource in the case of any hardware/soft-
ware failure of the current active resource. In this situa-
tion, passive parallel replicas are used to provide fault
tolerance.
Table 1 Characteristics of resources.
Number of resource/
communication link
k p X S MTTR
1 6 · 104 2 · 103 20 4 60
2 15 · 104 5 · 103 30 6 120
3 3 · 104 4 · 103 50 8 79
4 17 · 104 11 · 103 70 9 99
5 8 · 104 5 · 103 40 7 18
6 1 · 104 10 · 102 20 9 55
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any alternative resources, then the reliability and the mathema-
tical expectation of the subtask execution time can be calcu-
lated as follows:
Rh

Aj
¼ P½SucchAj ;resk  ð21Þ
E½TsucchAj  ¼ E½Tsucch

Aj ;resk
 ð22Þ
K= the index of resource assigned to task Aj.
Otherwise, if each subtask is assigned to more than one re-
source concurrently, then its reliability and mathematical ex-
pectation of its execution time can be calculated as follows:
Rh

Aj
¼ 1
YN
k¼1
ð1 PsucchAj ;reskÞ ð23Þ
E½TsucchAj  ¼
XN
k¼1
E½TsucchAj ;resk 

P½succhAj ;resm 
 
YN
m¼1
ð1 P½succhAj ;resm Þ

boolðm; kÞ
 
ð24Þ
Boolðm; kÞ ¼ 1 if E½Tsucc
h
Aj ;resm
 < E½TsucchAj ;resk 
0 else
(
bool(m, k)determines whether E½TsucchAj ;resk  is greater than
E½TsucchAj ;resk  or not.
Sometimes, due to the cost constraint, the use of parallel re-
plica resources to provide fault tolerance is not economical. In
such situations, it would be beneﬁcial to apply alternative re-
sources in the case of failures or in the other words apply pas-
sive parallel resources.
Suppose there are M resources in passive parallel mode
such that if the ith resource fails, its assigned subtask is deliv-
ered to the i+1th resource. The process of allocating alternate
resources is continuously repeated until there is no alternate re-
source or a predeﬁned deadline is reached. In this case, the re-
liability and the mathematical expectation of the subtask are
calculated as follows:
RðhAjÞ ¼ Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;res1
þ
Xm
i¼2
Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resi

Yi1
k¼1
ð1 Psuccð1ÞAj ;reskÞ
Xm
i¼1
E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resi  6 h
ð25Þ
I: Index of the ﬁrst assigned resource
E½TsucchAj ¼ Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resl
 E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk  þ
Xm
i¼2
Psucc
ð1Þ
Aj ;resl
 

Yi1
k¼1
1 Psuccð1ÞAj ;resk
 

Xi
k¼1
E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resk 
!
,
Rðh
Aj
Þ
XIþm
i¼1
E½Tsuccð1ÞAj ;resi   h;m  M ð26ÞTable 2 Subtask’s properties.
Subtask number C a
A1 10,000 200
A2 30,000 300
A3 20,000 1503.4. Estimation of service reliability and service time based upon
its subtask’s reliability and completion time
In order to estimate the service reliability depending on the
application, different measures can be used. In those applica-
tions where the execution time of each task (service time) hasmore importance, the system reliability, R(h*), is deﬁned
(according to performability concept in [24]) as a probability
that the correct output is produced in time less than h*. Reli-
ability of the service task A depends on reliability of its sub-
tasks which are concurrently assigned to grid resources. As
each resource is directly connected to the RMS by a single vir-
tual communication channel (according to assumption 3) and
the failures of different nodes and communication links are
independent (according to assumption 6), the reliability of task
A is obtained as:
Rh

A ¼
YN
i¼1
Rh

Ai
ð27Þ
N: number of subtasks of task A.According to assumption 7,
the time of task division by the RMS is neglected. Therefore
the service time of task A based on its sub-tasks execution time
is obtained as:
E½TsucchA  ¼ max
N
i¼1
E½TsucchAi 4. Illustrative example
4.1. Analytical example
Assume a grid service, A, is received and divided by a grid
resource manager into three independent subtasks namely
A1, A2, A3. In ﬁrst scenario the ﬁrst, second and third re-
sources are assigned to the subtask A1. Sub-task A2 only uti-
lizes the forth resource. Fifth and sixth resources are used in
passive parallel mode by subtask A3 (strategy S1). The Re-
source properties are presented in Table 1. In Table 2, the
properties of subtasks of task A are presented. Considering
these properties for the subtasks and resources, the reliability
and service time of task A with different deadlines are pre-
sented respectively in Figs. 1 and 2(strategy S1 for resource
assignment is applied). It is observed that whenever the dead-
line of A is increased, its reliability and expectation of success-
ful execution time also increases. This is because there will be
more opportunity for reassigning tasks to available resources
and overcoming transient failures.
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Figure 2 Mathematical expectation of task A service time when
strategy S1 for resource assignment is applied.
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Figure 3 The reliability of task A when strategy S2 for resource
assignment is applied.
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Figure 4 Mathematical expectation of the task A service time
when strategy S2 for resource assignment is applied.
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Figure 1 The reliability of task A when strategy S1 for resource
assignment is applied.
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Figure 5 The reliability of task A when strategy S3 for resource
assignment is applied.
Table 4 The range of resources attributes.
k p X S MTTR
min_value 1 · 104 2 · 103 20 4 60
max_value 17 · 104 1 · 101 30 6 120
156 S. Parsa, F.-A. ParandAs observed in Fig. 1, the reliability of task A is low. The rea-
son is that the strategy S1 does not consider any fault toleranceTable 3 The strategies of resource assignment to sub-tasks.
Resource number 1 2 3
Assignment model
S1 A1, parallel A1, parallel A1, parallel
S2 A1, parallel A1, parallel A2, parallelfor the sub-task A2. Therefore, the reliability of sub-task A2 is
low (e.g. h* = 2400 Rh

A2
¼ 0:0020091126Þ. This low reliability
has resulted in a very low reliability for the task A (e.g.
h* = 24000. Rh

A ¼ 0:0013Þ. To resolve this problem, in assign-
ment strategy S2 the third resource has been withdrawn from
sub-task A1 and assigned to the sub-task A2. Therefore Subtask
A2 is executed in parallel by the third and forth resources. The
result of reliability and expectation of successful execution times
for different deadlines with this resource assignment strategy
(strategy S2) is presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Consid-
ering the reliability of service A with assignment strategies S1
and S2, it is observed that the strategy applied to assign re-
sources to subtasks has a signiﬁcant effect on the reliability of
the task A .The reliability of task A increased from less than
0.2% to more than 65% when assignment strategy changes
from S1 to S2. Nevertheless the reliability of task A in the second
scenario due to better assignment of available resources is in-
creased, it is also low. The reason is that the number of replica
resources is not high. If it’s required that the reliability of task
become higher, more resources should be used. In scenario 3,
hundred resources are assigned to the sub-tasks A1, A2, A3.
The range of resources attributes dedicated in variety form
and randomly to the subtasks is shown in Table 3. The calcu-
lated reliability is shown in Fig. 5. Its observed that if the num-
ber of dedicated resources is large, the reliability of task will be
very high.
4.2. Numerical example
In this section we want to examine the effect of architecture on
the service reliability. Consider we have ﬁve grid services.
Every service consists of a number of subtasks between three
and six. Computational complexities of subtasks are randomly4 5 6
A2, single A3, passive parallel A3, passive parallel
A2, parallel A3, passive parallel A3, passive parallel
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Figure 6 Obtained reliability for services in different scenarios.
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Figure 7 Obtained reliability for services in different scenarios
when fault-tolerance is applied.
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ume of each subtask is 20% of its computational complexity.
We assume that there are three hundred resources which their
parameters are selected randomly from Table 4. Firstly, for
every subtask a single resource is selected randomly. Random
selections of resources are repeated six times. Different selec-
tions of resources result in different values of task reliability.
The obtained values of reliability in different scenarios are pre-
sented in Fig. 6. This experiment shows that the resource selec-
tion affects extremely the obtained reliability.
In another scenario, for every subtask of previous experi-
ment ﬁve or six resources are chosen randomly which are con-
ﬁgured in passive or active parallel model. The obtained value
of reliability in different scenarios is presented in Fig. 7. It’s
seen that providing fault tolerance increases the reliability of
tasks considerably.
5. Conclusion
The time it takes to perform a task assigned to a grid resource
manager and the reliability of the task are two important
parameters in analysis of grid resource manager. The values
of these two parameters are affected by the reliability of the re-
sources and their connections with the grid resource manager.
The reliability itself is affected by transient and permanent fail-
ure. Therefore, the mathematical models of reliability should
consider both transient and permanent failures. In this paper,
a new mathematical model for estimating mathematical expec-
tation of service time and reliability of a task considering bothpermanent and transient failure is presented. Although consid-
ering both permanent and transient failure results in a more
complex model but it gives a more real estimation of reliability
and service time. Also the use of passive parallel resources in
order to increase the reliability is proposed. This model of re-
source utilization has lower cost, but it has lower effect on
increasing reliability. Finally considering the parallel, passive
parallel and single resource assignment to subtasks, service
time and reliability of service is estimated.
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